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Festival cheerfulness ahead, rural to join the momentum! 

 

 

 
Two-wheelers – strong green shoots are clearly visible 

 Though things are looking good for festivals, during September month almost all OEMs are witnessing MoM 
degrowth in retail sales from single digit to mid-teens double-digit, majorly hit due to ongoing inauspicious 
period, offset by good Ganesh & Onam festivals and expectation of better Navratri festival. 

 

 Rural market considers inauspicious days very seriously, hence the market for new purchases is extremely 
soft. Hence, Hero MotoCorp is witnessing a major hit on its retail sales.  

 

 However, dealers in rural continue to remain cheerful for Navratri and other major festivals ahead. Expect 
the ongoing festival season to be good driven by the near normal monsoon, and crop prices are holding well 
with people have reasonable cash flows. 

 

 Royal Enfield is leading the pack once again due to the huge success of Hunter 350cc model. Maximum new 
bookings are happening for this model. 

 

 100% of dealers surveyed across OEMs are confident of good festival season, and October will definitely be 
much better due to festive buying. 

 

 Bookings are happening during an inauspicious period as well for deliveries during festival period. 
 

 Festivals begun after two years of Covid, hence the momentum is great in the market with people in 
celebrating mood. Expect festivals this time to witness double-digit YoY growth. 

 

 The supply situation is back to normal except for few TVS models like Raider, Jupiter 125cc and Apache. 
Dealers have sufficient stocks and only few models have a waiting period. 

 

 Hero MotoCorp started giving much better offers/discounts/schemes/financing as compared to any other 
2W OEMs. 

 

 Ronin 225cc response is lower than the expectation as people are getting Royal Enfield’s Hunter 350cc 
motorcycle at an almost equal price with higher CC, retro-classy looks and aspirational RE brand. 

 

 Bajaj Auto launched the CT125cc model with a little higher price than CT110cc model. The company is trying 
to shift customers towards 125cc segment. 

 
 

Passenger vehicles – healthy momentum, but softness continued in entry level/CNG, and discounts 
inched-up 

 Bookings momentum continues to remain healthy despite inauspicious period. This is largely owing to 
Ganesh, Onam and Navratri festivals. New models are leading the charge in bookings across OEMs. 

 

 Dealers are confident of good 45 days of festivals and there will be definite growth on a YoY basis. 
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 Supply is getting better with each passing month, however automatic & top end variants have higher than 
average waiting period. Witnessed atleast 5-7% higher product supply on the MoM basis in almost all 
OEMs. Waiting list across popular models dropped. 

 

 Retail sales will be lower for all car manufacturers MoM as most of the customers preferred not to take 
deliveries during 10th to 25th September. M&M could witness higher retail sales as ScorpioN deliveries 
started from 26th September. 

 

 On the negative side, there is continued softness witnessed in the entry-level models and CNG fitted 
ones. Discounts inched-up on a MoM basis, specially in slow moving & entry-level products. 

 

 Banks started offering 100% on-road financing and a few is giving low interest rate offers. 
 

 Grand Vitara prices are slightly higher than expectation, but so far, there is no slowdown in Vitara’s 
booking momentum. Not heard any cancellations from dealers. 

 

 Trend highlights: Craze for Thar model has come down, Scorpio Classic is considered as value for money & 
a refreshed XUV300 is required. Maruti's entry level & CNG models are seeing some softness and 
discounts increased. Nexa channel is doing much better than Arena. Nexon along with Punch continue to 
see 50% of new bookings. Despite an increase in the competition, there is no drop in Creta’s booking. 
 

Commercial vehicles – robust season to start 
 Retail sales on a MoM basis will be higher in single digit despite weak month & heavy rains in many 

states. This is driven by I&LCV segment, while SCV will maintain its consistent monthly numbers. 
 

 Expect very good traction from the Navratri festival onwards as customers have finalized deals during 
September month for deliveries in festivals. October will witness higher sales traction. 

 

 Dealers are confident of reporting good growth for the Oct-Dec period as walk-ins, inquiries are strong 
and growth visibility is clear.  

 

 Generally, post monsoon, infrastructure, construction, mining & other activities picks up and hence the 
demand for CVs increase. This, along with booming real estate demand and agriculture transportation 
will continue to lift sales higher. 

 

 Those fleet operators are buying who have contracts/orders in-hand. Apart from this, sand, cement, 
ecommerce, textile, agriculture transportation are buying trucks during the current period. 
 

 Dealers haven’t witnessed any pause in sales due to rising interest rates and vehicle prices. Demand is 
good in the market, hence people will continue to buy. 

 

 Financiers are disbursing loans, but they are strict with a select set of customers with poor credit record.   
 

 Traction shifted back to diesel from CNG owing to increase in CNG fuel prices & less number of fuel 
stations. 

 

 Dealers indicated a price increase across major OEMs in the range of 1-3% starting 1st October.  
 

 Discounting situation on a MoM basis is near similar, Tata CV continue to give higher discounts as 
compared to other OEMs to gain market share. Dealers indicated lower discounts in the upcoming 
months as strong season would start. 
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Tractors – dealers body language is turning positive 
 Due to delay in monsoon and heavy rainfall in the month of September, crop cutting might get delayed in 

some parts by few weeks (normally it starts from Navratri onwards).  
 

 However, dealers are not concerned as the momentum in the market is good, hence sales for coming 
months are looking healthy. Tractor buying should happen and overall, the situation is looking reasonably 
pleased for the coming months. 
 

 Ganesh festival sales were good, and then there was a pause due to the start of the inauspicious period 
for 16 days. The expectation is strong for Navratri sales. 

 

 Overall, retails sales is expected to witness flat to single digit MoM growth, this is despite September 
being the weakest month and inauspicious days were also there.  

 

 Inquiries for upcoming months continued and dealers are hopeful of better days ahead. This positivity is 
because the crop prices are holding up well and the water level is good. 

 

 Tractor prices have been increasing every three months. Hence, to push more sales, dealers started giving 
discounts. Sonalika is giving higher discounts/offers as compared to other players. 

 

 There is no downgrading happening owing to increase in the tractor prices. The industry’s maximum sales 
happens for 35-50 HP tractors and that continues presently. 

 

 There is no issue in getting stocks and dealers have sufficient inventory of 1.5-2 months. 

 
 

 
 
 
  

Units in '000 Sept-22 est. Sep-21 YoY (%) Aug-22 MoM (%) Sep-19 YoY (%) Sep-18 YoY (%)

2W 988 915 8% 1,074 -8% 1,164 -15% 1,249 -21%

3W 53 37 46% 56 -5% 58 -9% 55 -2%

CV 73 59 23% 67 8% 60 22% 78 -7%

PV 247 233 6% 274 -10% 178 39% 198 25%

Tractors 50 53 -5% 49 2% 38 32% 33 52%

Total 1,412 1,296 9% 1,521 -7% 1,498 -6% 1,612 -12%

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                              Retail sales - September 2022 estimates
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Consolidated comments from dealers across zones 

 

Hero MotoCorp 

 Retail sales will be substantially lower MoM (in double-digit) as people avoid taking deliveries during 10th 
to 25th September due to inauspicious period.  

 

 However, bookings are reasonably good as customers want product to get delivered during Navratri 
festival. Xtec range are selling more than base models. Youth prefers Xtec range. 

 

 100% of dealers surveyed are confident of good festival season and October will definitely be much 
better MoM due to the festive mood.  

 

 Top selling models are Splendor+, Pleasure+, and Xpulse in premium. Walk-ins are more for Xpulse model 
from youngsters. Slow moving models are mostly scooters & premium. 

 

 Offers and discounts started from 26th September onwards. Finance and low down payment schemes are 
ongoing. 10% walk-ins inquires about the electric scooter. Have sufficient stock of 2.5 months.  

 
Honda Motorcycle & Scooter India 

 Sales during Ganesh festival was good, however the momentum stopped due to the start of inauspicious 
period. Expect good sales from 26th September onwards due to festivals. Retail sales will be slightly lower 
MoM. 
 

 Festivals started after two years of Covid period, hence this time people are celebrating, momentum is 
good and sales will shoot up by 20% during this festival period YoY. 
 

 Some customers are booking for deliveries during festival season. Sales during 26th Sept till 31st Oct will be 
reasonably good. 
 

 There is no supply issues, have more than one month of inventory & expect further stock to deliver soon. 
 

 Not facing any competitive pressure in the 125cc segment, no major hit witnessed. 
 

 Top selling models are CB Shine 125cc, Activa 110cc and Dio. To launch eScooter in CY23. 
 

 Discount on accessories, finance and low down payment scheme is ongoing. 
 
Bajaj Auto 

 MoM retail sales are likely to be lower in single digit due to ongoing inauspicious period. Bookings are 
happening for festival deliveries. Top selling models are Pulsar 125cc, 150cc and NS200.  
 

 Launched CT125cc model with little higher price than CT110cc model. The company is trying to shift 
customers towards 125cc segment. 
 

 No supply issues and its back to normal. There is no delay in getting any model. Dealers have sufficient 
stock of 1.5-2 months. No major discount/offers/schemes. 
 

 All dealers indicated October would be good due to festivals.  
 

 On the negative side, few dealers observed that Dominar customers are shifting to other OEMs. 
 

 No discount or any extraordinary financing schemes are running. 
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TVS Motor 

 Demand & momentum is good, supply is getting better, but still there is a delay in getting Raider, Apache 
RTR 160 4V and Jupiter 125cc models. 
 

 MoM retail sales is going to be lower in single digit owing to inauspicious days offset by Ganesh, Onam 
and Navratri festival buying. 
 

 Customers will definitely start buying from Navratri onwards on hopes of discount and festive. Bookings 
too are happening for festival deliveries. Navratri will be good this time. 
 

 There is still waiting period of one month for Raider (earlier it was two months). Ronin 1.5 months and 
some variants of Jupiter 125cc has a waiting period. 
 

 Ronin 225cc response is lower than the expectation as people are getting Royal Enfield’s Hunter 350cc 
motorcycle at a lower price with higher CC and aspirational brand. If competition is ignored, then as a 
motorcycle Ronin 225cc is good. 
 

 iQube response is good and considered as a quality electric scooter in the market with better build quality 
and trustworthy range & brand. It has an average waiting of about 2.5 months. 
 

 Dealers have stock of about two months with them. There is some discount ongoing in select motorcycles 
and XL100. 
 

 Top selling model is Jupiter 110cc/125cc, Ntorq & Apache 160cc. 
 
Royal Enfield 

 Supply situation is getting better, and witnessing 5-7% higher MoM numbers. Hunter 350cc has one 
month of waiting, few variants of Classic has some waiting, and other models are available in 0-14 days.  
 

 50% to as high as 80% of new bookings is for Hunter 350cc model. It’s a huge success for Royal Enfield. 
People like its pickup, lightweight, looks, tubeless tyres, and most important attractive pricing. Many new 
customers from other brands are opting Hunter motorcycle. Students and youngsters are mostly buying. 
 

 August bookings were higher as Hunter was launched, hence September bookings are lower MoM.  
 

 Sales for other models dropped due to Hunter 350cc, major impact is on Classic 350cc model as it’s priced 
higher and customers are finding it bulky/heavy. 
 

 Retail sales will be higher by about 8-10% MoM in September driven by Hunter 350cc & supply 
improvement. MoM October sales and supply will be higher.  
 

 Low down payment scheme of Rs 5,000 for Hunter 350cc is ongoing. 
 

 RE in rural: markets are very soft due to inauspicious period, expect to pick up from 26th September, and 
anticipate good October month. Monsoons are near normal this time, stocks are sufficient, but there is 
no craze for Hunter in rural. In rural, top selling models are Bullet and Classic. 

 
Maruti Suzuki 

 Total bookings and supplies are better by 5-7% on a MoM basis driven by Baleno, Brezza, Vitara, Ertiga, 
Swift and Dizre models. Entry level is soft, discounts inched-up MoM.  

 

 Expect total retail sales to be lower by about 10% MoM as people prefer not to take deliveries during the 
inauspicious period (10th to 25th September), offset by good Navratri days. 
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 Nexa channel is witnessing MoM growth in bookings as well as supplies. Retail sales will be higher by 5% 
MoM in September driven by Baleno model. There is a delay in getting automatic variants across models. 

 

 Grand Vitara prices are slightly higher than expectation, but so far, there is no slowdown in Vitara’s 
booking momentum. Dealers started getting some stock from 26th. 

 

 Arena channel retail sales could be substantially lower MoM due to inauspicious days and softness in 
small cars. However, bookings are good for deliveries in Navratri, and supplies improved. Expect 5-7% 
increase in bookings & supply situation. 

 

 Swift, Dzire, Brezza and Ertiga bookings are good. Entry-level car demand is soft, as gradually people have 
shifted to better looking & bigger cars owing to easy financing and increase in the income levels. 

 

 There is no indication of price increase in any model. Dealers do not expect prices to increase in the 
ongoing festivals and there could be a rise in prices in January 2023. 

 

 Festival discount started in Ignis and Baleno models under Nexa channel. Discounts are high for entry-
level cars in Arena channel and it inched up MoM due to higher inventory & soft demand.  

 

 Entry-level models like Spresso, Celerio, Alto, WagonR and K10 has higher discounts. There is a shift in the 
trend observed from CNG to Petrol. 

 

 The supplies are getting better with each passing month. There is a drop in the waiting period across 
popular models. Ertiga CNG waiting is six months, Brezza two months, Baleno one month. There is 
temporary supply issues witnessed in Swift and Dzire models, which now has waiting period from 45 days 
to two months.  

 
Hyundai 

 MoM bookings (+5-7%) as well as momentum is good despite inauspicious period. This is driven by Creta, 
Venue, i20 and Nios models. Supplies are similar as compared to previous month. Expect atleast 15% 
lower retail sales MoM.  

 

 Dealers are confident of good festivals ahead and there will be definite growth in 45 days festivals on a 
YoY basis due to lower base owing to supply issues last year. While, the CNG momentum is dull. 

 

 Despite an increase in the competition, there is no drop in Creta’s booking. 
 

 Waiting period: Creta 3-4 months (more in automatic variant), Venue 1.5-2 months, Nios automatic three 
months, while manual variant is available. Top variant specially automatic version seeing high waiting 
period. 

 

 No change in discounting. Nios turbo variant has the highest company discount. Banks are offering 100% 
on-road financing.  

 
Tata Motors PV 

 Bookings were good during Ganesh festival, but slowed down during inauspicious days. Still, expect 10% 
high number of bookings due to overall festival momentum. Supplies are 5-7% better MoM.  

 

 Expect retail sales to remain slightly lower in September as compared to August. People generally avoid 
taking deliveries during inauspicious period, while prefer taking deliveries in Ganesh and Navratri 
festivals.  
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 50% of new bookings are happening for Nexon and Punch models, followed by Tiago. CNG car demand is 
less due to rise in fuel prices, people are preferring petrol models. 

 

 Waiting period: Nexon two months, Punch 1.5 months Altroz 1-2 months and Harrier one month. 
Automatic variants have a little higher waiting period.  

 

 Tiago and Tigor models have Rs 10,000 discount plus some corporate discount is running. Dealers gives 
additional discount depends upon customer-to-customer. 

 
M&M PV 

 MoM bookings growth is good, driven by XUV700, Scorpio Classic and ScorpioN models. Bookings for 
XUV300 slowed down as customers expect refresher or new variant in this model.  

 

 There is an increased amount of traction seen in the new Scorpio classic model, as the on-road price is 
just Rs 14.5 lakhs for the base model going to upto Rs 18.7 lakhs for the top variant. The customers are 
finding this as value for money model. 

 

 The retail sales will be higher as ScorpioN deliveries started from 26th September onwards. 
 

 Supplies are getting better every month and hence the waiting period across models have come down. 
Current average waiting for ScorpioN is 80 weeks, XUV700 60-70 weeks, XUV300 12-29 weeks. 10% is the 
average cancellation rate. 

 

 In the recent past, dealers have observed that they are getting product deliveries ahead of the committed 
date by the company. 

 

 The craze for Thar model has come down and waiting period dropped to two months. Supplies improved 
and bookings reduced for this model.  

 

 As dealers wants to get rid-off with some inventory of old Scorpio model, hence discount is higher at Rs 
1.5 lakhs.  

 

 XUV300 top model and Bolero has a discount of Rs 22,500 plus discount on accessories, 
corporate/government discount. There is no other major discount in any other products. 

 
 Mahindra Finance is giving loans at low interest rates of 6.99%, and 100% on-road financing scheme is 

ongoing from all banks. 
 

Commercial vehicles 

 Retail sales on a MoM basis will be higher in single digit despite weak month & heavy rains in many 
states. This is driven by I&LCV segment, while SCV will maintain its consistent monthly numbers. 

 

 Expect very good traction from the Navratri festival onwards as customers have finalized deals during 
September month for deliveries in festivals. October will witness higher sales traction. 

 

 Dealers are confident of reporting good growth for the Oct-Dec period as walk-ins, inquiries are strong 
and growth visibility is clear.  

 

 Generally, post monsoon, infrastructure, construction, mining & other activities picks up and hence the 
demand for CVs increase. This, along with booming real estate demand and agriculture transportation 
will continue to lift sales higher. 

 

 Those fleet operators are buying who have contracts/orders in-hand. Apart from this, sand, cement, 
ecommerce, textile, agriculture transportation are buying trucks during the current period. 
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 Dealers haven’t witnessed any pause in sales due to rising interest rates and vehicle prices. Demand is 
good in the market, hence people will continue to buy. 

 

 Financiers are disbursing loans, but they are strict with a select set of customers with poor credit record.   
 

 Traction shifted back to diesel from CNG owing to increase in CNG fuel prices & less number of fuel 
stations. 

 

 Dealers indicated a price increase across major OEMs in the range of 1-3% starting 1st October.  
 

 Discounting situation on a MoM basis is near similar, Tata CV continue to give higher discounts as 
compared to other OEMs to gain market share. Dealers indicated lower discounts in the upcoming 
months as strong season would start. 

 
Tractors 

 Due to delay in monsoon and heavy rainfall in the month of September, crop cutting might get delayed in 
some parts by few weeks (normally it starts from Navratri onwards).  
 

 However, dealers are not concerned as the momentum in the market is good, hence sales for coming 
months are looking healthy. Tractor buying should happen and overall, the situation is looking reasonably 
pleased for the coming months. 
 

 Ganesh festival sales were good, and then there was a pause due to the start of the inauspicious period 
for 16 days. The expectation is strong for Navratri sales. 

 

 Overall, retails sales is expected to witness flat to single digit MoM growth, this is despite September 
being the weakest month and inauspicious days were also there.  

 

 Inquiries for upcoming months continued and dealers are hopeful of better days ahead. This positivity is 
because the crop prices are holding up well and the water level is good. 

 

 Tractor prices have been increasing every three months. Hence, to push more sales, dealers started giving 
discounts. Sonalika is giving higher discounts/offers as compared to other players. 

 

 There is no downgrading happening owing to increase in the tractor prices. The industry’s maximum sales 
happens for 35-50 HP tractors and that continues presently. 

 

 There is no issue in getting stocks and dealers have sufficient inventory of 1.5-2 months. 
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Analyst Certification:  

We /I, the above-mentioned Research Analyst(s) of SMIFS Limited (in short “SMIFS / the Company”), authors and the 

names subscribed to this Research Report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this Research Report 

accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities and distributed as per SEBI (Research Analysts) 

Regulations 2014. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the 

specific recommendation(s) or view(s) in this Research Report. It is also confirmed that We/I, the above mentioned 

Research Analyst(s) of this Research Report have not received any compensation from the subject companies mentioned 

in the Research Report in the preceding twelve months and do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the 

subject companies mentioned in the Research Report. 

Terms & Conditions and Other Disclosures: 

SMIFS Limited is engaged in the business of Stock Broking, Depository Services, Portfolio Management and Distribution 

of Financial Products. SMIFS Limited is registered as Research Analyst Entity with Securities & Exchange Board of India 

(SEBI) with Registration Number – INH300001474.  

SMIFS and our associates might have investment banking and other business relationship with a significant percentage 

of companies covered by our Research Analysts. SMIFS generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts and 

their relatives from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies that the analysts 

cover. 

The information and opinions in this Research Report have been prepared by SMIFS and are subject to change without 

any notice. The Research Report and information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the 

selected recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any 

other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of SMIFS Limited. While we 

would endeavor to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, SMIFS is under no obligation to update or keep 

the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent SMIFS from doing 

so. Non-rated securities indicate that rating on a particular security has been suspended temporarily and such 

suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or policies of SMIFS, in circumstances where SMIFS might 

be acting in an advisory capacity to this company, or in certain other circumstances. 

This Research Report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no 

independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This Research Report and 

information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or 

solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Securities as defined in clause 

(h) of section 2 of the Securities Contract Act, 1956, includes Financial Instruments, Currency and Commodity 

Derivatives. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this Research 

Report at the same time. SMIFS will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this Research Report. 

Nothing in this Research Report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a representation that any 

investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions 

expressed in this Research Report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, 

based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be taken in 

substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate 

the investment risks. The value and return on investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign 

exchange rates or any other reason. SMIFS accepts no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising 
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out of the use of this Research Report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are 

advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. 

Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are not predictions 

and may be subject to change without notice. The information given in this report is as of date of this report and there 

can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. The information provided in 

this report remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of SMIFS. All layout, design, original artwork, concepts and 

intellectual Properties remains the property and copyright of SMIFS and may not be used in any form or for any purpose 

whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the SMIFS. 

SMIFS shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any 

reason including network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, breakdown of the system or any other equipment, 

server breakdown, maintenance shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of SMIFS to present the 

data. In no event shall SMIFS be liable for any damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, 

or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in connection with the data presented by the SMIFS through this 

report. 

Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (a) 

Exchange Rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (b) the value of currencies may be affected by 

numerous market factors, including world and notional economic, political and regulatory events, events in Equity & 

Debt Markets and changes in interest rates; and (c) Currencies may be subject to devaluation or government imposed 

Exchange Controls which could affect the value of the Currency. Investors in securities such as Currency Derivatives, 

whose values are affected by the currency of an underlying security, effectively assume currency risk. 

Since associates of SMIFS are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or 

beneficial ownership in various companies including the subject company/companies mentioned in this Research 

Report. 

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may: (i) 

from time to may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the Securities, mentioned herein or (ii) be engaged in 

any other transaction involving such Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation of the Subject Company/ 

companies mentioned herein or act as  an Advisor or Lender/Borrower to such Companies or have other 

potential/material Conflict of Interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the 

time of the publication of the Research Report or at the time of Public Appearance.  

SMIFS does not have proprietary trades but may at a future date, opt for the same with prior intimation to Clients/ 

Investors and extant Authorities where it may have proprietary long/short position in the above Scrip(s) and therefore 

should be considered as interested.  

The views provided herein are general in nature and do not consider Risk Appetite or Investment Objective of any 

particular Investor; Clients/ Readers/ Subscribers of this Research Report are requested to take independent 

professional advice before investing, however the same shall have no bearing whatsoever on the specific 

recommendations made by the analysts, as the recommendations made by the analysts are completely independednt 

views of the Associates of SMIFS even though there might exist an inherent conflict of interest in some of the stocks 

mentioned in the Research Report. 

The information provided herein should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with SMIFS.   
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SMIFS or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts or their relatives do not own 1% or more of the equity securities 

of the Company mentioned in the Research Report as of the last day of the month preceding the publication of the 

Research Report.  

SMIFS encourages independence in Research Report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of 

Research Report. Accordingly, neither SMIFS and their Associates nor the Research Analysts and their relatives have any 

material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this Research Report or at the time of the Public Appearance, if 

any.  

SMIFS or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or 

might have been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months. 

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the Research Report 

during the period preceding twelve months from the date of this Research Report for services in respect of managing or 

co-managing public offerings, corporate finance, investment banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a 

merger or specific transaction from the subject company. 

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking 

or brokerage services from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report in the past twelve months. 
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SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may have 
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A graph of daily closing prices of the securities/commodities is also available at www.nseindia.com and/or 
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2. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives do not have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities 

in the subject company. 

3. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives have not received compensation/other benefits from the subject 

company in the past 12 months. 

4. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives do not have material conflict of interest in the subject company at 

the time of publication of research report. 

5. Research Analyst has not served as director/officer/employee in the subject company  

6. SMIFS has not acted as a manager or co-manager of public offering of securities of the subject company in past 

12 months. 

7. SMIFS has not received compensation for investment banking/ merchant banking/brokerage services from the 

subject company in the past 12 months 

8. SMIFS has not received compensation for other than investment banking/merchant banking/brokerage services 

from the subject company in the past 12 months. 

9. SMIFS has not received any compensation or other benefits from third party in connection with the research 

report. 

10. SMIFS has not engaged in market making activity for the subject company 

 

Analyst holding in stock: NO  

Key to SMIFS Investment Rankings  

Buy: Return >15%, Accumulate: Return between 5% to 15%, Reduce: Return between -5% to +5%, Sell:  Return < -5% 

Contact us: 

SMIFS Limited. (https://www.smifs.com/) 

Compliance Officer:  
Sudipto Datta,  
5F Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 
Contact No.: +91 33 4011 5401 / +91 33 6634 5401 
Email Id.: compliance@smifs.com 
 
Mumbai Office:  
206/207, Trade Centre, Bandra Kurla Complex (BKC), Bandra East, Mumbai – 400051, India 
Contact No.: (D) +91 22 4200 5508, (B) +91 22 4200 5500 
Email Id: institutional.equities@smifs.com 
 
Kolkata Office:  
Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 
Contact No.: (D) +91 33 6634 5408, (B) +91 33 4011 5400 
Email Id: smifs.institutional@smifs.com 


